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CAPT TED THOMPSON 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

ifhe purpose of this article is to provide some . e suggested techniques for detecting and coping 
· with certain wind shear situations. We will ex-
pand upon methods that will allow the pilot to pre
dict wind shear, including its magnitude. Knowing 
shear is present is an important step toward being 
able to handle a dangerous situation . We want to 

e make it clear that the following techniques work 
only on precision approaches and only for wind shear 
situations caused by fronts or the low level jet. This 
may sound like a very limited application to a lot of 
people, but we feel that something is better than 

• 
nothing. 

The first objective in dealing with wind shear is 
the ability to detect it. If the runway surface wind is 
reported as calm but your indications at the outer 
marker (via INS, Doppler or VVI) tell you that a 20-
knot headwind exists at your altitude you will expect 

e to lose 20 knots of Indicated Airspeed somewhere 
on final. If the wind shears out gradually, no prob
lem-you will gradually decrease power and blame 
it on a bump in the glide path . But if the shear zone 
is very narrow the aircraft will abruptly lose indicat
ed airspeed equal to the shear differential. Of course , 

e the lower you encounter this shear the more critical 
your response becomes. The first two steps in our 

tluggested technique will enable you to detect a pos
sible wind shear situation. 

• 

ON APPROACH Using groundspeed during the 
approach is important because it ensures flying air
speed at all times, even in abrupt wind shear situa
tions. During a recent NTSB accident investigation, 
a highly experienced airline captain stated that using 
the groundspeed method was the only thing that al
lowed him to avoid disaster when his DC-8 encoun
tered a wind shear while on final approach. FAA 
tests have shown that groundspeed is just as impor
tant as indicated airspeed when flying through a 
wind shear. 

That is a radical departure from the school of 
thought that says a stabilized and constant indicated 
airspeed with very small power changes will result 
in the best precision approach. Under wind shear 
conditions the latter technique can result in a se
vere energy deficiency with catastrophic results. The 
groundspeed technique is a new concept in airman
ship. It may require abrupt power changes, and ac
cepts relatively radical indicated airspeed changes , 
and accompanying aircraft attitude changes (without 
trim) to maintain a minimum groundspeed; hence 
the kinetic energy to allow the aircraft to experience 
a sudden loss of indicated airspeed (LIFT) but still 
have sufficient airspeed (LIFT) to maintain safe 
flight. 

The technique is to compute an " over the fence" 
groundspeed using the reported surface winds and 
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continued 

Knowledge of surface wind and wind at your 
altitude will alert crew to possible shear 

condition. 

then fly the approach at that groundspeed , or faster 
if required , but never slower. This means we now 
have two minimum approach speeds to worry about: 
a minimum indicated airspeed, and a minimum 
groundspeed (the computed "over the fence" ground
speed). Therefore , in order to maintain the minimum 
approach airspeed, the groundspeed during the ap
proach may be well above the "over the fence" 
groundspeed we computed . Conversely, in order to 
maintain minimum approach groundspeed, the indi
cated airspeed may be well above normal. Notice 
that in no case do we allow either speed to be low! 
For people who have INS, Doppler, or groundspeed 
indicators, it is as eas ily done as said . What about 
the rest of us? Simple. We will resort to our superior 
skill and cunning AND our WI to come up with an 
"approach groundspeed indicator." 

There is a direct correlat ion between groundspeed 
and the VVI when the aircraft is stabilized on the 
glide slope. Let's quickly examine this relationship. 
A 3 ° glide slope descends 318 feet per nautical mile. 
For every nautical mile we track over the ground, we 
must descend 318 feet in order to stay on the glide 
slope, i.e., for a groundspeed of ONE NM PER MIN
UTE, the VVI will be 318 fpm if we stay on the 3° 
glide slope; for a groundspeed of TWO NM PER MIN
UTE, the VVI will be 2 x 318 = 636 fpm. Those 
who are mathematically inclined will readily see that: 

VVI Readout When Stabilized on Glide Slope 

Descent Gradient on Glide Slope 
= Groundspeed in Nautical Miles Per Minute 
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So we get stabilized on glide slope and then divide 
our VVI readout by 318 (or 265 for a 2lj2 o glide 
slope) to get our GROUNDSPEED in nautical miles 
per minute and then multiply by 60 to get ground
speed in knots . TIME OUT! Even though all of the 
above may be accurate, it may also be too cumber
some to be useful to the pilot in the cockpit. What 
we can use is a simple method that will give a gooa 
approximation of our groundspeed while we are o.,. 
the glide slope. The following is such a method . 

AFM 51-37 requires that we determ ine an initial 
descent rate. The easiest way to do that is by using 
the Rate of Descent Table in the front of the High or 
Low Instrument Approach Procedures book. Note 
that a 3 o glide slope and 120 kt groundspeed give a 
descent rate of 635 ft per minute. (So they are off by 
1 ft per min). But looking at the Rate of Descent 
Table we see that we can also enter with descent 
angle and vertical velocity to get our actual ground
speed . We are now ready to use a 3-step approach 
to work the wind shear problem: 

Step 1. Determine expected VVI (from table). 

Step 2. Use actual VVI to get groundspeed (from 
table, after stabilizing on precision final approach). 

Step 3. Adjust airspeed , if required. Notice that 
with a headwind the airspeed adjustment will bring 
the VVI to the expected value from Step 1. 

Now let 's run through a couple of simple examples 
to make sure we have it down pat. First, suppose we 
are going to fly a 3 ° glide slope at a final approach 
airspeed of 160 KIAS. From the reported surface 
winds we "wag" a headwind component of about 1~ 
kt , so our "over the fence" groundspeed is 150K. . 
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From Step 1 we now expect a WI of 795 fpm (let's 
use 800). However, once stabilized on final approach, 

• 

note an actual VVI of about 650 fpm. Step 2 tells 
that our groundspeed is really only about 120 

s, or a difference of 30 kts from what we expected . 
So now, since we want to maintain a minimum 
groundspeed of 150K, Step 3 tells us to add 30 kt to 
our lAS, so we would fly 190 KIAS and our VVI would 
settle down to 800 fpm. By the way, if our airspeed 
violates some placard speed, we probably should 
consider abandoning the approach at this point. 

As another example, let's fly a 2 V2 • glide slope 
at a 140 KIAS approach speed. With a 10K head· 
wind on the surface, we expect a 130K "over the 
fence" groundspeed. Step 1 tells us to look for a 
target VVI of 570 fpm. However, on final we see 650 
fpm. Step 2 tells us our actual GS is about 150K. 
We now see we have a 10K tailwind , and a 20K wind 
speed change between where we are and the surface. 
Now, since we never reduce below approach speed, 

Figure Number 1 

INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROCEDURE CHARTS 

RATE OF DESCENT TABLE 

(ft. per min.) 

-

rote of d~scent table is provide-d for use in planning and e;..ecuting prectsion 
e~cenh under known or approximate ground lpHd conditions. It will be especially 
wful for t~pprooche\ when the lo<ohztor ortl)' is uted for cour~ 9utdance A 

be~t spe-ed, powe•, onttude combinatton con be programmed whKh wt\1 result in 
o stable glide rote and o"•tvde favomble for exec:uhng c lond•ng •f mtnimums 
exist upon breakout. Core ~hould alWays be exercised so that the mtnimum 
deKent olt•tude.ond mined opprc..och point ore not exceeded. 

GROUND SPEED (knoh) 

step 3 tells us to maintain our 140 KIAS on final and 
accept the higher descent rate. But in this case we 
are forewarned of the energy excess situation that 
may be awaiting us if the wind shears out at low 
altitude. 

The above method is far from a complete resolu
tion to the wind shear problem. However, it does tell 
the pilot that a shear exists and it does give an ap
proximation of the magnitude of the shear. More
over, use of the method ensures that when we en 
counter an abrupt shear, we will still have flying air
speed . If the shear occurs gradually, continuous 
power adjustments (monitoring the VVI) will be 
necessary. However, most of the excess energy (in 
the form of extra airspeed) will be dissipated by the 
time we reach the threshold . The opposite case of 
excess energy (in the form of extra groundspeed) 
may not be dissipated by the time we reach the 
threshold. That means the landing roll will be in
creased. In any case, the pilot should be prepared 
to execute a timely go-around . 

It is a suggested technique. We offer it in the hope 
that it will help you combat the effects of wind shear. 
Try it. You'll like it! * 
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CAPTAIN BOB ZIENER 
Air Force Military 
Personnel Center 
Randolph AFB TX 

WARNING 
The Inspector General 
has determined that 
snap decisions can 
be hazardous to your 
health. 

Decisions. Decisions. Even the 
most routine flight requires 
hundreds of timely, precise 

decisions. The USAF expends tre
mendous amounts of time and mon
ey to give its pilots the training a'lllillla 
experience necessary to make quic. 
intelligent decisions. That's part of 
what flying ai rplanes is all about. 

Among the many decisions pilots 
must make is one that can be criti
cal to the safety of the flight. It is a 
decision which, when not correctly 
and timely made, has qestroyed nu
merous aircraft and cost many pilots 
their lives . That is the decision to 
initiate a go-around after touch
down. An untimely decision with 

insufficient runway remaining to get 
safely airborne may be catastrophic. 
Recent accidents clearly how that 
even the most seasoned aviator can 
seriously misjudge the capability of 
hi s aircraft to successfully go-around 
during the landing roll. 

1977. A commercial airliner un
expectedly "floats" on landing and 
touches down 2,500 feet down a 
4,658 foot runway. After initiati:e 
breaking, the pilot decides that he 
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cannot stop on the remaining run
way. After he initiated a go-around, 

- gine spooJ.up time exceeded re
. aining runway length . ... 

1977. After touching down on a 
wet runway, a T-38 pilot retracts 
the wing flaps to increase weight on 
the main gear. He decides that he 
cannot stop in the remaining runway 
and initiates a go-around. Due to 
the flaps being up, the required 
takeoff roll exceeds the remaining 
runway length ... . 

1976. A commercial airliner touch· 
es down extremely long on a snow
covered runway. After applying re
verse thrust, the pilot decides he 
cannot stop in the remaining run
way and initiates a go-around. Due 
to the high speed, the thrust revers
ers are incapable of being slowed 
and the pilot is unable to apply for
ward thrust. The aircraft departs 
the runway at high speed .... 

A The common denominator in 
- ese disasters was not that the pilot 

made the decision to go-around, but 
rather when he made the decision to 
go-around. During normal flight 
planning, it takes about 15 minutes 
to correctly analyze the situation 
and compute takeoff data. Pressure 
altitude, temperature, wind, runway 
length, runway surface condition, 
runway gradient, and aircraft weight 
are precisely combined to yield sev
eral exact parameters (flap setting, 
accel check speed, rotation speed, 
refusal speed, takeoff distance, etc.) 
which are used to assure a safe take
off. Yet, in each of the above situa
tions, the pilot made a snap decision 
to abort the landing and attempt a 
rolling. takeoff in an extremely dy
namic situation with little, if any, 
prepared takeoff data. 

How can you avoid this perilous 
afitfall? The key lies in better pre-ap. 
. roach planning. The first step is 

usually to figure your stopping dis-

tance and compare it to available 
runway length. But don't stop there. 
Using the aerodrome sketch on an 
approach plate, determine the abso
lute maximum acceptable touch
down point and then positively fix 
it , using runway markers or a 
known geographic point (taxi-way, 
intersecting runway, etc.). If you are 
not on the ground, on speed , and 
ready to start breaking by this "go/ 

RUNWAY 8000' 

REMAINING 100% 

the "goj no-go" point don't be de
ceived by the slow rate of airspeed 
decay. Remember, during the land
ing roll , it's kinetic energy-not in
dicated airspeed-that decreases at 
a constant rate. The actual stopping 
situation for an aircraft touching 
down at 150 knots ground speed 
with 8,000 feet of runway remain
ing and decelerating at a constant 
rate is depicted in Figure 1. 

4000' 2000' 

50% 25% 0 

-GROUND 
SPEED 

REMAINING 

150 KTS 

100% 

106 KTS 75 KTS 0 

71% 50% 

Figure 1 

no-go" point , a go-around may be 
in order. 

An important point to remember 
is that a go-around after touchdown 
is still just that-a go-around. Most 
complex aircraft have different pro . 
cedures for executing a go-around 
vs a touch-and-go. The touch-and. 
go is a training maneuver specifical
ly designed for certain conditions 
and pilot proficiency. Since many 
Air Force pilots are not trained for 
proficiency in touch-and.go proce
dures, trying to decide between in
itiating go-around procedures and 
touch-and-go procedures can waste 
valuable distance and speed at an 
extremely critical time. A well-timed 
go-around with appropriate steps to 
eliminate any deployed drag devices 
(speed brakes, spoilers, drag chute. 
etc.) is probably the best course of 
action. Consideration should also be 
given to lowering the nose while on 
the runway to put the aircraft in its 
best acceleration attitude. 

Once on the runway and beyond 

That 75 KTS with 2,000' remain
ing on a wet runway looks terrible 
from the cockpit, but a safe stop is 
still possible. Any situation seriously 
affecting stopping distance (hydro
planing, excessive reaction time, 
mechanical malfunction, improper 
con fi gu ration I aerobraking, etc.) 
could be detected by checking for 
the I 06 KTS GS at 4,000' remain
ing. It's also during this portion of 
the landing roll that the aerodynam
ic stopping devices are becoming 
progressively less effective and the 
brakes are becoming more effective. 
Since most of the variables are be
hind you, the ability of the aircraft 
to stop in the remaining runway is 
largely dependent on your braking 
proficiency. 

Decisions need not be hazardous 
to your health. The key is prepara
tion. Know the performance limita
tions of you r aircraft, but just as 
importantly, know how to handle 
them. * 
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-...... r~1\r J1' '"-" sounds like a pretty attractive 
offer, doesn't it? Yet, if I add 
to the above classified the fact 

CAPTAIN JAMES J. LAWRENCE 

Directorate of 

Aerospace Safety 

that this excellent opportunity is as 
an instructor pilot at the 443d Mili
tary Airlift Wing (MAW), different 
visions are conjured up. For the un
initiated, the 443 MAW is the Mil-
itary Airlift Command's training 
wing located at Altus AFB in Altus, 
Oklahoma. Despite the fact that all 
the information in the above want 
ad is true, MAC is having a diffi
cult time recruiting instructors to 
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serve there. I recently had the op
portunity to spend some time at Al
tus. What I found was distinctly dif
ferent from my expectations, de-

• 

• 

rived from discussions with C-141 • 
and C-5 pilots. 

Despite the standing jokes like "I 
spent a week at Altus one day" or 
"Don't breathe when the wind is 
blowing from the south," I thorough-
ly enjoyed the visit. What I found e 
was a group of people dedicated ta 
their mission. They are allowed t. 
think freely and try new ideas; a 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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product of the training environment 
which is often lacking in a large 

A?erational wing. The community 
W friendly, albeit small, and geared 

toward the sedate life of the many 
surrounding farmers and their fam
ilies. Homes are reasonably priced, 
and recreation opportunities are 
abundant. 

My purpose here must be rather 
obvious by now. This will be the 
story of the people and mission of 
Altus AFB. Hopefully, the goal is 
to get some of you career-oriented 
heavy pilots to think again about 
the pros and cons of a tour of duty 
at that southwest Oklahoma base. If 
the rest of the audience can gather 
up the reserve to read on, you, too, 
may enjoy this story of people and 
their efforts to improve themselves, 
their wing, and the United States 
Air Force. 

Let's begin with a description of 
the town and the base. The city of 
Altus, located about 3 miles from 

A e field, is a typical southwest Ok
~homa farming community. Wheat 

is the major produce grown, and the 
city is nearly devoid of industry (as 
well as air pollution). Some of the 
bigger department chains are begin
ning to set up in Altus, recognizing 
the growing market, but the majori
ty of established businesses are of 
the family-owned and run variety. 
One or two visits and proprietors 
recognize you as a regular customer 
and greet you by name. A pleasant 
situation, especially for a big city 
dweller, like me. 

The city officials and the inhabi
tants maintain an excellent rapport 
with base personnel. Their motiva
tion is as much economical as it is 
Sooner hospitality, for the base is 
the single, biggest economic stimu
lus to the community. The local 
standard of living would decline 
rapidly without the support of Al
tus AFB. e The Altus area offers a great deal 
in the way of extracurricular activi-

An aerial view of Altus depicts 
the small town atmosphere and 
the surrounding farm land. 
Agreeable weather and very light 
air traffic make Altus AFB an 
excellent site for qualification 
flight training. 

ties for those of the outdoor persua
sion. The country is wide open and 
a heaven for campers, off-roaders, 
fishermen , hunters, hikers, and bik
ers. There is a lake for boating and 
water-skiing and open, uncongested 
skies for the light aircraft enthusi
ast. Housing is abundant and equit
ably priced, but as the town grows, 
so does the cost of homes. Home 
ownership appears to be a sound in
vestment in Oklahoma, just as it is 
elsewhere in the US. 

The base is equally alluring. MAC 

has spent a good deal of money 
modernizing and beautifying the fa
cilities. Most of the older structures 
have been or are soon to be re
placed; to include a new hospital. 
The host wing runs a very active 
recreation program. Activities in
clude many sports, art festivals, clas
sic art films, chess and billiard tour
naments, trips to Dallas and Las 
Vegas, and much more. 

Without doubt, Altus AFB has 
everything to offer the military fam
ily that one could find at any Air 
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OKLAHOMA? continued 

Force Base. Reasonably priced 
homes, good schools, I< tw taxes, anJ 
residents receptive to military neigh
bors make off or on base living a 
comfortable, pleasant existence. 

The 443 MAW conducts 25 dif
ferent courses of formal training for 
aircrews and special ground per
sonnel of the Military Airlift Com. 
mand . The primary mi sion is to 
provide transition training for air
crew members on the Lockheed C-
141 "Starlifter" and the C-5 "Gal
axy." 

Initial pilot qualification trammg 
consists of 4-weeks of intensive aca
demic training followed by 4-weeks 
of flight simulator and flying train
ing. The ground academics are pro
vided by the 443d Technical Train
ing Squadron, and flight and simu· 
lator training are accomplished by 
the 56th and 57th Military Airlift 
Squadrons; the 57th for the C-141 

"Starlifter," and the 56th for the 
C-5 "Galaxy." 

Training is conducted for C-1411 
C-5 initial qualification , first pilot/ 
aircraft commander, upgrade, and 
instructor qualification. Several nav
igator, loadmaster, and flight engi
neer qualification programs are also 
conducted. Air transportation per
sonnel from MAC passenger and 
cargo terminals are also trained at 
Altus. C-5 pilots are instructed in 
an aerial refueling course and C-141 
pilots, navigators, and loadmasters 
are trained in aerial delivery sys
tems for combat, world-wide airlift, 
and humanitarian mission support. 

In addition to this high training 
commitment, Altus provides opera
tional airlift support for MAC's 
Twenty-Second Air Force. They al
so support MAC Headquarters at 
Scott AFB, only I flying hour away, 
for VIP airlift. The 443d's mission 

is a large one but the people, th, 
key ingredient for success, are the 
ones that carry the ball. Next, I'll 
tell you about some of the innova
tive things these people are doing at 
Altus AFB, in the sleepy town of 
Altus, Oklahoma. 

The Technical Training Squadron 
(ITS) is responsible for providing 
the academic training program for 
19 of the different courses offered. 
fn the last calendar year, 3,200 stu
dents received instruction at this 
squadron. The staff consists of the 
highest qualified and most experi
enced people from the operational 
units. Their extensive experience 
plus the necessity to possess highly 
effective communicative skills re
sults in a very select staff of unique 
and dedicated people. Many of their 
contributions have greatly enhanced 
the quality of the training program 
and saved the Air Force a bunch e 

The cockpit procedural trainer allows student pilots and flight engineers to learn their stations and checklists. Here, the students can 
familiarize themselves with the new environment at their own pace, without wasting valuable simulator or aircraft time. 
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dollars at the same time. Here are 
just a couple of them. 

a We all know flying airplanes costs 
~g money. Simulators were devel-

oped partly to cut down on the 
flight time needed to train an indi
vidual. But today's highly sophisti
cated flight simulators, though 
cheaper than aircraft, are still ex-
pensive to operate. The people at 
the TTS have gone one step farther. 
They have constructed cockpit pro
cedural trainers by scrounging air
craft equipment from airframes in 
accidents or building their own 
mock-ups. They then developed 
tape/ slide presentations which the 
student uses to learn the cockpit, in
strument panels, normal and emer
gency procedure checklists, limita-
tions, and the like. This system has 
economized on the needed simu
lator time and made simulator train-
ing more effective due to crew fa
miliarity prior to exposure. 

The instructors at the TTS have 
ut together a library of tape/ slide 
esentations on the operation of 
e many complex aircraft systems 

on the C-5 and C-141. These shows 
are designed to supplement the nor
mal instructional syllabus and they 
represent many long hours of indi
vidual effort to improve the training 
program. Presentations are con-
trolled individually, by the student, 
in the learning center. All personnel 
are free to use these facilities when
ever they can spare the time. It's not 

e unusual at all to find a resident 
flight examiner sneaking down to 
brush up on his systems knowledge 
prior to an annual flight evaluation. 

The life support people have got
ten into the self-help act also. After 

e securing a C-5 escape chute from 
salvage, they built a simulator plat
form and modified the chute for 
use indoors. Armed with built-in 
malfunctions, the chute is used to 
hone egress skills in MAC crew-

e members. The price tag included 

• 

•
ly the cost of wood, almost neg
ible. I wonder what an Air Force 

contract to procure a similar device 

from a manufacturer would have 
cost? These people, like so many 
others I met, were extremely proud 
of their ingenuity and professional
ism as instructors. Their pride was 
undoubtedly justified. 

Another interesting local project 
involves the adaptation of a normal 
student learning center cubicle into 
an inertial navigation system (INS) 
simulator. The TTS electronics wiz
ards built an TNS control panel into 
the cubicle. Instructors then created 
a self-paced learning presentation 
which teaches the crewmember how 
to program and operate the INS 
panel. The INS was then wired so 
that digital readouts operated as the 
student followed the program and 
instructions. No commercially pro
cured training aid could be more 
effective, yet the material cost to 
the Air Force, almost nothing-left 
over parts , an unused cubicle and a 
lot of free thinking and dedication. 

The loadmaster training people 
have also contributed . Their quali
fication training program includes 
simulators which are the exact rep
licas of the cargo compartment of a 
C-5 and C-141. This equipment is 
used to teach loadmasters the skills 
of handling tons of equipment with-

~ / r , 
r') ) 

)1. I 
The life support trainer is a locally conceived 
and constructed apparatus which provides 
students practice in using the aircraft's complex 
life support equipment. The escape ch~te, 
pictured above, is programmed to malfunction 
during primary activation efforts . 

An instructor and two flight engineering students practice systems operation~ at th~ Technical Trai~
ing Squadron. The instructor to student ratio allows for personalized attention dunng the academic 
phase of training. 
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loadmaster simulators were originally built to supplement the loadmaster qualification training 
program. Specifications and hardware match the cargo compartments of the C-5 and C-141. An 
additional use, recently initiated, is to train Army mobilization teams, thus, saving valuable air
craft time and eliminating costly aircraft damage. 
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• 
A standard student learning cubicle, some 
leftover hardware, a bunch of ingenuity 
and presto-an INS procedure trainer. An 
innovative idea which has proven to be 
very effective, with an extremely low 
price tag. • 

Systems mock-ups help the students to 
visualize the operation of an aircraft system 

and identify and cor.rect system malfunc
tions. LEFT: The C-141 landing gear system. 

trainer tracks the movement of valves, 
hydraulic fluid and electricity. RIGHT: The 

C-5 foiWard and rear cargo door trainer 
is a miniature replica of the aircraft's 

components. The operation is identical to 
the real thing and malfunctions can 

be simulated . 

OKLAHOMA? continued 

out endangering valuable aircraft 

• 

during the training phase. e 
An alternate use, identified and 

developed by the loadmaster school 
was to use these simulators for 
training Army personnel in mobili
zation exercises. They proposed 
bringing in Army teams from JA e 
Sill, Oklahoma, to train on thJr' 
simulators rather than sending MAC 
aircraft to them. The result, a large 
MAC-use cost saving to the Army 
and the avoidance of a lot of load-
ing damage and down time to MAC • 
aircraft. To date, the TTS has 
worked with the Army on simulat-
ing and instructing on the loading of 
over 1 ,200 tons of equipment and 
vehicles. From a conservation of re-
sources standpoint, the savings have • 
been substantial. 

I could easily go on in-depth 
about the engineer station mock
ups, engine displays, navigator train
ing facilities, combat airdrop train-
ing, systems mock-ups and much e 
more. The point, however, has been 
made. The people there, people like 
you and I, have been given the free-
dom to try new ideas, test theories, 
incorporate what works, and discard 
that which doesn't. The overall re- e 
suit: high esprit, a faculty that 'iiill 
self-actual ize, and a darn good tr. 
ing program. 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Although my story stops here, the 
story of the people at Altus AFB 
is much larger than I am able to re
cap in this article . The flying squad
rons and the instructors have been 
equally innovative in the flight and 
simulator portions of the training 

Arogram. (Editor's note: The use of 
.,e simulator will be addressed in 

an A eros pace Safety article on sim
ulator advances scheduled for pub
lication in the near future.) I found 
friendly, motivated and proud peo
ple on the wing staff, at Base Oper
ations, in the maintenance complex, 
on the flight line, and most every
where else I visited . 

I guess the bottom line is that 
every Air Force assignment is a 
challenge and an opportunity. It 
will be as good or as bad as we, the 
Air Force people, make it. If you 
approach a tour emphasizing the 
negative aspects, the result is sure 
to be an unenjoyable tour. Empha
sizing the positive will normally lead 
to the opposite result. * 

A eros pace Safety magazine and I wish 
to thank the entire wing safety staff of 
the 443 MAW for their help and cour
tesy during the preparation of this a r
ticle. Lt Col Edwin C. Ross, Chief of 
Safety, was a gracious host , and Lt Col 

& harles A. Rovell , J r., Flight Safety Of
. er, served well as guide, mentor, and 

friend during my visit. 

Loadmaster airdrop training is also conducted at Altus AFB. Dummy loads are loaded on pallets 
and rigged for airdrop delivery. The cargo loading procedures are studied and mastered on the 
ground prior to the flight training phase. 

The pilot qualification 
program begins with four 
weeks of intensive aca
demic training. Here, a 
navigation system mock
up depicts aircraft in
strumentation during 
different phases of an 
ILS approach. 
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MAJOR GILBERT C. BODRAK • Operations & Requirements Branch 
3636th Combat Crew Training Wing (ATC) Fairchild AFB WA 

W hen you think of the word 
Eskimo, what do you vi
sualize? An illiterate resident 

of the Arctic with no command 
of English? This may be an illusion 
that has been fostered for decades, 
but let's look at the modern 
Eskimo, the person who may save 
your life. Times have changed and 
this durable race has changed 
with it. 

The basic problem for both the 
Eskimo and a downed crew 
member is survival. Basic in this 
sense of the word does not mean 
si mple. at least not to the crew 
member. The Arctic area has had 
chill factors of -150°, food is 
scarce, and life is always in jeop
ardy. To survive in this hostile 
environment, one must have knowl
edge. determination, and a will to 
survive. The modern Eskimo excels 
in these traits-and more. His 
ability to survive has been judged 
as one of the most remarkable 
adaptations of man to a stringent 
environment. 

Imagine, if you will, a bailout 
or crash landing in the north coun
try. Towns and settlements are 
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separated by hundreds of miles. If 
at all possible, try to delay the 
inevitable until you are near one 
of these settlements. Once on the 
ground and you are proceeding 
toward the settlement, questions 
will arise. What kind of people 
can I expect to find? How will I 
communicate? 

You will find that the modern 
Eskimo is a very competent person , 
especially in the art of survival. 
To survive in this harsh environ
ment, no one person, or race of 
people, can be imperceptive of the 
elements and the hardships that 
they must endure. They must be 
tenacious yet adaptive. The old 
breed of Eskimo fished from hand
powered kyacks or umiaks. Today 
he uses power boats. The old 
hunted and fished for food to live; 
now they hunt and fish not only 
for food to eat but to have a r 
commodity to trade or sell in local 
co-ops. The dog sleds of the past 
are still used for hunting and long 
distance travel, but have been 
replaced by the snowmobile for A 
short trips and checking local trap . 
lines. The igloos, snowsheds, and 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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tents of the past have nearly all 
been replaced with wood frame 
~omes. Yes, times have changed 
W0d the Eskimo with them . 

The food you receive may not 
be to your liking and may vary 
dependent upon your bailout or 
crash landing location. If, for ex
ample, you find a coastal settle
ment, your diet would consist of 
primarily fish, seal, walrus, bear, 
bread (if flour is available) and tea. 
If you should land further inland, 
the meat would be caribou, wolf, 
or musk ox (occasionally eaten 
raw). A single Eskimo or his dog 
may consume about three pounds 
of food per day. Realize that this 
man must supply food for himself 
and his family (a typical family 
may include a dozen people with 
seventeen or more dogs). If he 
has had an exceptionally good 
hunt, he will restock his caches and 
announce his success to the com
munity by yelling "come to my 
house." 

A When food is in abundance the 
W skimos, with memories of past 

hunger, will gorge themselves until 
nothing is left. The party may last 
several days. You will find the 
people most gracious, generous. 
and willing to help. However, don't 

'take advantage of their hospitality. 
The natives have little enough to 
eat, so eat sparingly and offer pay
ment when you leave. Tobacco, in 
any form, is not only appreciated 
but considered a proper form of 
payment. 

Although many things have 
changed for the modern Eskimo, 
one that has remained fairly stan
dard through the years is clothing. 
Clothing normally worn by a 
downed crew member is not ade
quate for prolonged exposure when 
temperatures are severe. The Eski
mos may either make, issue, give, 
or sell you a parka, trousers, and 
boots. The set has the hair or fur 
facing inward and is covered with 

A-t outer garment of caribou skin. 
~ur mittens, and boots with sealskin 

Although dog sleds, igloos and kayaks are 
still in use, today's Eskimo has adopted 
powered boats and snowmobiles. Most 
live in wood frame homes and get most 
of their food from co-op markets. 

soles and caribou skin uppers com
plete the outfit. This clothing will 
afford proper protection to you in 
even the coldest of weather, pro
viding some form of shelter from 
the wind is available. 

Your next surprise may be the 
language. The native Eskimo 
language is termed polysynthetic 
(various word elements combined 
to a single word that is equivalent 
to a sentence). Another characteris
tic is the elaboration of terms by 
adding various suffixes to a word 
stem to express relative age, sex, 
and condition of animals, condition 
and amount of snow, etc. The 
native Eskimo language, however, 
is very difficult to learn and is 
rapidly decaying. Children in school 
and the younger generation are 
now being taught English and 
French. If most of the settlement 
still speaks Eskimo, find a child 
or teenager to act as an interpreter. 

The greatest change in the 
modern Eskimo's way of life has 
been brought about by the estab
lishment of a chain of co-op stores 
and greater employment of Eskimos 
in the wage market. The co-op 
has helped spread food to the 
various settlements, particularly 
during lean years and has given 
the Eskimo an outlet to sell his 
various commodities. It has had 
some adverse effects, however. 
Some feel that it is changing the 
food habits of the people in the 
new settlements-for the worse. 

---- -~ 
As the Eskimos get more and 

more cash from sale of their prod
ucts in the co-op and wages (gov
ernment work, logging, construc
tion, etc.), they don't hunt and fish 
as much, and must, therefore, 
supplement their diets with pur
chased food. That food is not as 
high in protein and fat content 
which is so vitally needed in this 
cold climate, and the cost is high 
since supplies must be flown in 
from the south. The co-op, however, 
may be an advantage to the 
downed crew member. 

Communication between the 
various co-op settlements is 
achieved via short wave radio. This 
radio system can relay your plight 
from village-to-village in an attempt 
to raise help or establish search 
parties for your fellow crew mem
bers. In addition. the remote settle
ments are supplied by air. Small 
aircraft fly i"n supplies and pick 
up items to be sold in the markets 
farther south. If space is available, 
you may be flown out at that time. 
If not, your position will be relayed 
and SAR efforts initiated. 

Yes. times have changed and the 
Eskimos have changed with them. 
They are a modern, generous, yet 
tenacious race of people that have 
dispelled any fear of the frozen 
north and have learned to live with 
it. Your understanding of these 
people and their way of life may 
well be the deciding factor in your 
survival. * 
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WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR 
EARS WHILE FLYING " 

TINGLE 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
~~ 

GURGL LTJG HARVEY B. FIRESTONE • US Coast Guard Audiologis, • 

N
early everyone who flies has 
experienced a hiss, tingle, 
pop, sizzle, or gurgle in their 

ears . Some people don't feel any 
effects in their ears, while others 
have ears that "stop up" and be
come painful. So what happens, 
and what can you do to prevent 
ear problems while flying? 

The problem you are facing is 
called barotrauma. "Baro" means 
air-pressure related. "Trauma" 
means injury. The problem of air 
pressure in your ears is intro
duced by the atmospheric heights 
the aircraft may travel through. 
The air pressure decreases when 
you rise above the earth's sea
level pressure of 14.7 pounds per 
square inch , which results in ex
pansion of any trapped air. Your 
ears accommodate by trapping or 
releasing air in the middle ear. 

Some anatomy is helpful in un-

derstanding how this occurs (see 
Fig. 1). The external ear is com 
posed of the pinna which collects 
sounds and channels them down a 
semitube closed at one end by the 
eardrum . This is the external ear 
canal. The eardrum must vibrate 
for you to hear by normal air con
duct ion. Sounds can only occur in 
a medium elastic enough (like air) 
for vibration of the eardrum and 
the three small bones-hammer, 
anvil , and stirrup (which , inci 
dentally, are the smallest bones in 
the human body) . As th.~ medium 
changes , so does our hearing
ever notice how you hear under 
water? If wax blocks the channel , 
or rests on the eardrum , it natu
rally impedes the flow of sound 
and vibratory transmission. This 
changes the pathway, but not the 
medium. Inserting an earplug can 
quell noise by air transmission 
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pathway reduction just as well. We 
need air on both sides of the ear
drum to allow our ears to function 
properly. 

Dizziness may occur due to 
barotrauma to the fluids and cells 
of the semicircular canals, which 
generally control our labyrinthine 
function and affect our sense of 
balance. 

Hearing may be your only prob
lem. Cabin attendants may advise 
you to hold your nose and blow, or 
yawn very widely. This is good ad
vice because the middle ear needs 
air to equalize itself. The only way 
to provide air to the middle ear is 
through the Eustachian tubes of 
each ear. These tubes connect the 
middle ear with the superior as
pects of the epipharnyx-upper
most throat region. The 19-letter 
(count 'em) salpingopharyngeot.A 
muscle attaches to the pharynge:lli' 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• 
ostium of the auditory tube, open
ing and closing the flapper valve

..W..ke structure when yawning or 

. allowing. (Fig. 2.) Equalizing 
e pressure enhances sound trans

mission , resolves balance prob
lems, and decreases the amount 
of mucous membrane seepage of 
the middle ear. 

e Problems arise in equalizing 
pressure when a cold settles in 
our head and our ears get stuffy. 
This is due to the swell ing of the 
mucous membrane lining of our 
middle ear and throat. This often 

e is enough to encompass the area 
around the opening of the Eusta 
chian tube with enough swelling to 
close it off and reduce the salpin
gopharyngeous actions of air ex
change . 

• The reason ears "beep" is due 
to the negative air pressure suck
ing on our eardrums. Audiologists 
(specialists in hearing conditions) 
and otologists (surgeons of the 

e A ar) who peer into an ear can see 
~n imploded eardrum-indicative 

of middle ear problems. You can 
feel temporary, slight pain from 
barotrauma when the ligaments 
holding the three bones and the 

e eardrum are stretched. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Now, here is the action phase 
of what you can do to overcome 
barotrauma. Swallowing normally 
opens Eustachian tubes. Chewing 
increases saliva , and the conse
quent increased swallowing is 
enough to induce barometric 
equalization. This is why chewing 
gum is often given to airline pas
sengers. (But it sure can "gum 
up" the valves of an oxygen 
mask!) 

Yawning is a completely safe 
method of middle ear equaliza
tion, but it doesn't work for every
one. If yawning doesn't work, you 
can hold your nose and gently 

. wallow or blow or alternate those 
procedures until your ears clear. 

You should be careful when you 
do this , however. If you are run 
ning a cold or other upper respira
tory infection of any sort , you risk 
infections of the middle ear by 
attempting equalization by any 
method but yawning. An alternate 
-although infrequent-method 
of middle ear barometric equaliza
tion is to visit the otologist 's office 
to have him pass a silver tube 
through the nose to the Eusta
chian tube and middle ear. Air is 
passed up the catheter to gently 
inflate the middle ear. This proce
dure is called a bouginage. For the 
most severe ear blocks, the sur
geon is required to lance a minute 
hole in the eardrum (called a my
ringotomy) . 

Two ways to know if you are 
susceptible to barotrauma are by 
flying or low-pressure chamber 
training and trying to clear your 
ears . Whatever technique you find 

FIGURE 1 
THE HUMAN EAR SHOWING 

PORTIONS AN D ST RUCT U RES 

FIGURE2 

that works consistently is reason
able. But be careful. Blowing those 
eardrums outward from their in 
ward position too many times will 
cause your eardrum to weaken by 
stretching. The strained ligaments 
of the ossicles may cause pain. 
Your hearing may be temporarily 
dulled , or if there is enough pres
sure, you might blow a hole in 
you r eardrum. 

So be gentle on yourself. You 
may be able to equalize one ear 
only with one technique, while 
holding the nose and swallowing, 
or yawning works fine for the op
posite ear. The best advice, of 
course, is not to fly at all when 
you have a stopped-up head and 
ears. 

Good luck and happy flying. If 
you have an ear block now and 
can 't hear, at least you can read! 
-Courtesy Approach. * 

INNER EAR 

SALPINGOPHARYNGEOUS 
MUSCLE 

SALPI NGOPHARYNGEOUS LOCATI ON 

AND EUSTACHIAN TUBES 
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(WINGS DOWN) 

L T COL WARREN R. HORNEY 
Directorate of 

Aerospace Safety 

U nited States Air Force Aero 
Clubs periodically experience 
the traditional gear up land

ing of a retractable gear aircraft. 
And the last 12-month period 
has been no exception. We had the 
classic "couldn't hear the tower 
for the horn blowing" and even 
had one involving a Piper Arrow 
with the automatic gear extension 
system (they said it couldn't be 
done) . However, of more interest 
are a series of mishaps involving 
Cessna aircraft which have the 
gear welded into the down and 
locked position: In each of the 
cases listed below the aircraft 
ended up with the wing low (on 
the ground) and the gear up
pointed straight toward the sky: 

A pilot on a cross-country 
flight became disoriented while 
flying above the overcast. He had 
not received a weather briefing. 
When his fuel supply ran low (he 
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hadn't refueled prior to takeoff 
either), he descended through a 
break in the overcast and landed 
perpendicular to the furrows of a 
plowed field . Result-aircraft up
side down. 

Another pilot was unable to 
find his destination because he had 
neglected to apply a fairly signi
ficant crosswind factor to his 
planned headings. He finally re
versed course to return to the home 
field. Although the fuel gauges 
showed a low fuel condition he 
chose to press on, relying upon the 
owner's manual endurance figures. 
Eventually the engine quit, and 
after attempting to run the engine 
on the primer, the pilot made a 
partial flap landing in a rice paddy . 
The nose gear dug into an em
bankment and the aircraft came to 
rest inverted. 

A student pilot on initial solo -
was cleared to land on a sod runway 

•• 

•• 
• 

•• 
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instead of the hard surfaced run
way from which he had taken off . 

• 
e mistakenly landed in a green 
eld adjacent to the desired run

way, allowed the nose wheel to 
dig in , and the result was a low 
wing, high gear Cessna ISO. 

Finally, a private pilot flying 
a late model Cessna 172 got into 
a porpoise when he forgot to lower 
flaps and touched down fast and 
nose low. After a series of bounces 
of increasing amplitude, the nose 
strut failed , the prop dug into the 
runway, and the aircraft did an 
extremely tight outside loop to the 
wheels-up position. 

Most incredible of all , in one 
of the above cases the aircraft was 
righted , the prop bent back to 
more-or-less straight, the rudder 
hammered free , and the machine 
flown to a nearby airport for repair. 
That was some tough Cessna. 

What can we as aviators (and 
even student pilots are aviators) do 

• e o keep the wings up and the wheels 
down? First, we can avoid forced 
or off runway landings. Good flight 
planning, timely precautionary land
ings at an airfield when th ings 
start to go bad, and heads up flving 

e will eliminate most forced landi ngs. 

• 

However, every light plane pilot 
should be prepared for the time 
when the fan quits or some other 
contingency makes an off-field 
landing mandatory . 

Let's discuss briefly how we can 
more gracefully terminate the flight 
that ends in a big bounce on a 
runway or a forced landing off the 
runway. 

• First , tHere is real ly only one 
graceful way to get out of a por
poise: .g~around . The conventional 
response to a developing porpoise
elevator up as nose falls and ele
vator down as nose rises usually is 

e counter-productive since the eleva
A.tor response is insuff icient to coun
. eract the motion in the time 

avai lable before the next bounce-

• 

Scenes such as these often result from poor fl ight planning and poor judgment that lead to off 
runway landings. Technique is also important. Every pilot should know soft field landing procedures. 
On the runway, engine okay and porpoise develops-TAKE IT AROUND. 
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Figure 1 Figure 2 

GEAR •UP continued 

so you must neutralize the elevator, aircraft comes to a stop. You can What should we do? Practice! ., 
add full power, and go-around. By now deplane and start preparing Practice 180° and 90° power off 
the way, don't forget to retract the your "There I was ... "remarks landings until you can land where 
flaps to the appropriate position for the locals-much more ap- you want every time. Practice 
after you get the aircraft under .propriate than trying to decide soft field landings until you have 
control, or you may end up in the what's going to happen when you confidence in your ability to keep 
trees off the far end of the runway. release that seat belt (and hopefully that nose wheel off the runway until ., 
(Yes, that, too, has happened to shoulder harness) that is suspending an absolute minimum airspeed. If 
an Aero Club pilot in the recent you upside down. club rules allow, and a sod or dirt 
past.) Why does the full flap, soft runway is available, make some 

field landing increase the proba- landings there so you aren't in-
But what about the real forced bility of remaining upright? For timidated by a runway or field less 

landing with all the trimmings- several reasons. First, you land at than 10,000 by 150 ft. Needless t- ., 
engine dead , field rough or soft a lot slower airspeed and have less say, student pilots shouldn't do the 
(plowed fields are designed to be momentum to dissipate. Secondly, above until cleared by their 
soft), but at least we have a field you keep the nose wheel (and prop) instructor. 
identified? First, let's set up a good from digging into the ground and In summary, let's follow the four 
pattern so that we hit our key causing your translating aircraft to P's for avoiding wheels up landings:· 
points while we prepare for the become a rotating body. Third, a PLAN ahead . A good flight ., 
landing-radio call, mixture cutoff, look at Figure I shows that you plan, weather briefing and pre-
fuel off, throttle closed, ignition have the lift (L) and drag (D) flight preparation will keep us 
off, doors unlatched. Now we come forces working in your favor- out of a lot of trouble. 
to the critical part-the final ap- keeping weight off the wheels and PREP ARE for eventualities. 
proach and touchdown. Remember slowing you down . When you dump Take action when things start to go 
that maneuver we learned durin ~ the nose you lose most of your lift, bad. Have a backup plan , and a ., 
private pilot flight training-the thereby putting the weight on the fall back from that. A precau-
soft field landing? Now is the time wheels (including a significant tionary landing is almost always 
to do it for real-let's get full flaps portion on the nose wheel). You a good idea. 
down (then turn off the master also lose a portion of the drag PRACTICE. Nothing builds 
switch if you have electric flaps) which opposes the nose-over confidence and skills like practice. 
and get the airspeed down to full (Figure 2). Have confidence in your ability .I 
flap final approach speed. Now to make a successful forced landing 
as we flare for landing, let's use So, why would anyone make a when the occasion arises. 
the soft field technique of holding partial flap , high-speed landing in PERFORM. If you have to 
that nose high attitude as long an actual forced landing? Because make a forced landing, keep your 
as we can so that the aircraft that is the way most people land wits and make a full flap , soft field 
touches down at minimum airspeed most of the time. If you don't landing that preserves both the •• (you'd be surprised how slow that believe it, spend a Sunday after- aircraft and your pride. e really is). Then, after touchdown, noon at the local aerodrome watch- Let's keep the wheels on the 
hold full up elevator until the ing light plane landings. ground and the wings in the sky. * 
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FR. ART PERRAULT 

We hear a great deal today about the laws of 
success, and self-help books are a booming busi
ness ; but how about our right to fail? Is there 

a scientific method to ensure failure? We know that 
the only way to become successful is on purpose, but 
is it possible to be a failure on purpose? An exhaustive 

- urvey taken recently disclosed the fact that only 3% 
W:>f all Americans are "outstandingly successful," that 

68 % are "moderately successful" and 29% of our 
people are "complete failures ," achieving nothing. 

Two tramps were sitting on a park bench discussing 
the economic situation, and one said to the other, "This 
depression don't bother me none . . . I was a failure 
during the boom." How can we guarantee our failure 
even during times of unprecedented prosperity? 

• Be a drifter-avoid like poison any short-range, 
intermediate, or long-range goal. The Wall Street Jour
nal , faced with the complaint that high taxes make it 
impossible for anyone to rise from rags to riches today , 
made a study that disclosed there have been more new 
millionaires starting from nothing in the past decade 
than in any other period in history. These people were 
all different in many ways except that they were de
cisive. So rule number two for failure is: 

• Procrastinate-they even have a slogan for Pro
crastination Week: Don't Put It Off, Procrastinate To
day! 

Another good method is never to do today what you 
can put off til tomorrow. If you get a sudden urge to 
"do it now" just sit down until the mood leaves you . 

& Research conducted by Columbia University dis
. losed the amazing fact that it is not aptitudes but 

attitudes that make us successful. 93% of our success 

is attitudes and 7% is skill and knowledge. So failure 
rule number three is: 

• Be negative-you can catch more flies with honey 
than with vinegar, but who needs them? If you want 
to be successful, think success. So if you want to be 
a failure , think failure . 

• Be a poor communicator-be a poor listener; even 
a fool is considered sensible when he keeps his mouth 
shut, so yak up a storm and remove all doubt. 

All of our actions are consistent with our inner 
opinions about ourselves. The picture that we have in
side about ourselves, whether it is true or false, de
termines what we can or cannot do in life. So rule 
number five for failure is: 

• Sell yourself short-remind yourself constantly 
about all of your weaknesses, shortcomings, and past 
failures . . . and don't forget to tell others. Be a blob. 

The biggest problem facing management is motiva
tion. So failure rule number six is: 

• Fizzlemanship-when you get that " hot button" 
urge to achieve, fizzle! 

Worry prevents our doing the very thing that would 
remove the worry. So failure rule number seven is: 

• Be a worry wart-a neurotic is a person who wor
ries about things in the past that never happened, un
like the normal person who worries about things in the 
future that never happen! If you run out of things to 
fear, you can fear fear itself! 

How do we fail in life without trying? The answer 
is in failure rule number eight: 

• Don't try-if at first you don't succeed, forget it! 
Everyone is a self-made man, but only the successful 
ones admit it.-From the "Chaplain's Message," Jet 
Stream. 22 Jan 78 , published by 150 TFG, New Mex
ico ANG. via TAC Attack. * 
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If your bird is reluctant to fly, you may be having a . . . 

HEAVYWEIGHT UTWIT 

DENSITY ALTITUDE 

T
hose heat waves making the 
runway look like a lake ought 
to be telling you something: 

it's Summer and time to think 
very seriously about DENSITY 
ALTITUDE. One of the first things 
you notice is that your bird seems 
reluctant to fly . But don't start 
blaming the engine(s) , air will be 
the problem . Heated, it starts to 
rise and expand. 

Air, a mixture of gases, occu 
pies space and has mass; there
fore , density. Density, or the 
concentration of molecules , de. 
termines the ability of air to sup· 
port. The thicker, more dense it 
is, the greater its support capabil 
ity. Air density is affected by three 
main factors: temperature, pres 
sure and humidity. Of these, tem 
perature and pressure have the 
most adverse effect. When air 
undergoes a drop in pressure or 
a rise in temperature, expansion 
takes place and the air molecules 

move away from each other. Air 
density decreases and so does its 
ability to support. The reverse 
holds true if pressure rises or 
temperature decreases. Humidity 
has a similar effect as moisture 
displaces air, making humid air 
lighter or less dense than an equal 
volume of dry air. 

This relationship of pressure, 
temperature and humidity of air 
establishes density altitude. For 
practical purposes, we can ex-
press density altitude as the rela
tive altitude or load-lifting ability 
of air as it expands and contracts. 
At times , this expansion and con
traction seem unbelievable. At one 
Army post, for example, the actual 
elevation ranges from 300 to 500 
feet above sea level. Depending 
on weather and time of day, the 
density altitude may vary from 
minus 1,000 feet to plus 4 ,000 
feet. Consider that a UH -1H at a · 
gross weight of 9,500 pounds can 
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clear a 50-foot obstacle with a 
zero ground run (vertical takeoff) 
under standard (15 degrees C.) 
sea level conditions. With a tem
perature rise to 35 degrees C. the 
aircraft will require a takeoff 
distance of 255 feet and an air
speed of 20 knots to clear the 
same obstacle. 

Since lift is not only dependent 
on the shape of an airfoil and 
angle of attack but also on the 
mass of air causing the lifting 
force, as density altitude becomes 
greater, lift decreases. In helicop
ters , high density altitude has the 
same effect as loss of rotor rpm . 
For example, power trains can be 
overtorqued , reciprocating en. 
gines can be overboosted, and 
autorotations can become espe. 
cially critical when pilots attempt 
otherwise normal maneuvers un-
der high density altitude con- a 
ditions. (The Air Force has no WI' 
helicopters with reciprocating en-

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.. 
•· 

•· 



• 
gines, but the 0-2 and aero club 
planes are all recips.) 

e Low density air (high density 
e altitude) also affects engine per. 

formance . High humidity alone 
can cause a reciprocating engine 
to lose as much as 12 percent of 
its rated brake horsepower. Since 
the reciprocating engine operates 

e with a fixed displacement, all air 
processed is directly associated 
with combustion. If water vapor 
enters the induction system, the 
amount of air available for com
bustion is reduced. Since most 

e carburetors do not distinguish 
water vapor from air, an enrich 
ment of the fuel-air mixture takes 
place. Any increase in inlet air 
temperature permits the carbu
retor to further enrich this mix-

• ture. Since the maximum power 
output at takeoff requires a fuel
air ratio richer than that for max
imum heat release, still more en 
richment takes place-and power 

a_educes. The end result includes 
e ~igh power settings and increased 

fuel consumption. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

While the volume of air flowing 
through a gas turbine engine may 
remain constant at high density 
altitudes, this thinner air contains 
less mass, and thrust (power) is 
lost. A temperature of 100 de
grees F. , for example, reduces the 
thrust of a gas turbine engine by 
approximately 15 percent from 
that under standard conditions 
of 59 degrees F. 

During hot weather, density 
altitude changes are rapid, fre 
quent and great. The load you 
take off with at dawn may well be 
beyond the capability of your air
craft an hour later. Density alti 
tude must not only be computed 
for takeoffs , but also equally im
portant, for destination landings. 

•

This is particularly true if you are 
a king off from a low altitude and 

plan to land in high terrain. And , 

particularly, extra caution is a 
must for autorotations. 

With this in mind, your aircraft 
will do all it is asked to do and 
come home safely even on the 
hottest day if you (1) compute 

density altitude BEFORE weight 
and balance, (2) always assume 
density altitude to be higher than 
it probably is, (3) study your 
Dash One density altitude tables , 
and (4) act accordingly. (Adapted 
f rom US Army Aviation Digest.) * 

300,000 
SAFE 

Col H. W. Miller, R, 14FTW Wing Commander, greets Capt Stan S. Tada, l, and 2d Lt David R. 
Fink, Center, after they flew 300,000th accident-free hour. 

Anyone out there who went 
through pilot training or 
worked in maintenance at Co

lumbus AFB, MS, since 1969? If 
so, your assignment there made you 
a part of a very significant achieve
ment which culminated on 3 April 
1978. When Captain Stan Tada 
(I P) and 2d Lt David Fink (Student) 
landed TWEET 90290 they record
ed the 300,000th accident-free fly
ing hour in T-37s at Columbus. This 
achievement was the result of out
standing effort by everyone asso
ciated with the T-37 operation at 
Columbus since July 1969 when 

the UPT mission was assumed . 
That's nine years of professional 
performance by aircrews and sup
port personnel backed by superior 
supervision . 

The 300,000 flying hours equates 
to about a quarter of a million sor
ties, most with student pilots flying 
the aircraft, and approximately 2 '12 
million maintenance rnanhours that 
have been accomplished correctly. 
All of those who have been asso
ciated with the 37th FTS and Co
lumbus AFB can be very proud of 
the organization-and its outstand
ing fl ying safety record. * 
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BELTS COULD 
HAVE PRE
VENTED FATALS 

OXYGEN 
CONNECTOR 

ELECTRICAL 
HAZARD
KC-135A 

KC-135 BOOM 
SCRAPED 

A CH-53 was engaged in external load training when the aircraft started 
to experience excessive "collective bounce" and to depart controlled flight. 
The AC took control and called for the crew chief to jettison the load. 
During subsequent gyrations, the crew chief and flight mechanic were both 
thrown from the aircraft. The mechanic was relatively unhurt, but the crew 
chief was struck by the main rotor and was killed. In violation of all regu
lations and good common sense, neither of them was utilizing any type of 
restraint, i.e., lap belt or gunner's belt. 

An A-10 flight was climbing through FL 220 when the chase pilot noticed 
that the pilot of Lead was having difficulty maintaining aircraft control. 
Passing FL 270, Lead stalled. It appeared to the chase pilot that Lead was 
disoriented. He did not respond to radio calls on FM or UHF. The aircraft 
recovered and went into a series of climbs, stalls, and dives. The chase pilot 
continued to talk to Lead, urging idle power and appropriate turns. At about 
12,000 feet, Lead regained full consciousness and complete control of the 
aircraft. He then checked his oxygen system and discovered that his oxygen 
mask hose had become disconnected from the CRU 60/P connector. After 
reconnecting the oxygen hose to the CRU 60/P, the pilot checked the con
nection by tapping the hose and it again became disconne'cted. He then 
firmly reconnected the hose and visually confirmed that the locking pins 
were seated in the locking grooves. The mission was then terminated un
eventfully, 

A parachute hanger bar with parachute attached dislodged from the rack 
and punctured the vent screen of an aux pwr panel located behind the air
craft galley. One end of the hanger bar was lodged against "A" and "C" phase 
external power circuit breakers shorting the two together. The parachute 
shoulder harness was partially fused to the hanger bar. Minor damage was 
sustained by the connecting wires. Lesson: Don't hang chutes near the aux 
power panel. 

Mission was scheduled as a night AR and RTB. The student pilot was mak
ing the takeoff when he inadvertently actuated stab trim. Actuation occurred 
shortly after S1 ( 113 kts) and prior to rotation (140 kts). Neither pilot 
noticed trim wheel movement until the aircraft rotated despite forward 
yoke pressure. The IP took control of the aircraft, noticed trim wheel turn
ing, applied nose down trim, forward yoke pressure, and continued take
off. Crew was not aware that an over-rotation occurred. Mission was con
tinued without incident. Trim switch operated normally for the entire mis
sion. Maintenance post flight inspection revealed a scraped boom. Painted 
trim markings on the trim wheel were obscured. Good item for pre-takeoff 
briefings to get all eyes in the front to watch for unusual occurrences. * 
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'hy Flight Safety? 
Last June we published some thoughts on safety by Squadron Leader Peter 

A. Barratt of the Royal Air Force. Then we ran across the article below, author 

~nknown, extracted from the Royal Malaysian AF "flight safety bible." It appeared 

m the RMAF Flying Safety magazine. We think it one of the best expressions 

of the role of people at various levels in mishap prevention. We cho8e to title 

it ... "Why Flight Safety?" 

T
he aim of the flight safety 
program at all levels is the 
elimination of costly accidents 

which directly affect the operational 
capability of the RMAF. Personnel 
and material losses resulting from 
accidents constitute an unacceptable 
drain on the vital resources on 

A'hic~ the nation depends for its 
. ecunty. 

The primary concern of the flight 
safety program IS not safety for 
safety's sake alone. It is recognized 
that there are certain inherent haz
ards m service aviation: hazards 
which must sometimes be accepted 
in the interests of mission accom
plishment. However, recognition of 
these hazards does not dictate their 
blind acceptance; rather, their rec
ognition should serve to indicate 
more exactly just where the major 
flight safety preventive effort should 
be directed. 

Because operational effectiveness 
and mission accomplishment is the 
commander's prime responsibility , 
the onus for flight safety must, 
therefore, rest personally with him. 
Flight safety is thus a function of 
command. The commander, in turn, 
because of the complexities of mod-

- n aircraft, must rely on his various 
technical , administrative, and execu-

tive staffs for expert advice. Thus 
these supporting staffs also become 
directly and intimately involved in 
all aspects of the flight safety pro
gram. 

It follows then that flight safety 
(accident prevention) is not one 
person's responsibility; rather, every 
person connected in any way, how
ever remotely, with the aircraft 
operation must share in this re
sponsibility. The designer, manu
facturer, engineer, supply officer, 
maintenance organization , ground 
support elements, and aircrew must 
all contribute in their own specialty 
to the end that costly accidents do 
not occur. 

The causes of accidents originate 
in a variety of ways, ranging from 
an incorrect statement of the opera
tional requirement, through design, 
production and development, to 
operating and maintaining the air
craft in service. They also originate 
in the training of aircrew and 
ground crew and the operational 
risks which are inherent in service 
flying. The great majority, however, 
can be traced to human fallibility . 
In the service this can be countered 
by higher professional standards in 
flying, servicing, administration and 
staff work, and by high morale ; all 

these are products of inspired lead
ership. It is, therefore, commanders 
at all levels who can do most for 
flight safety. Furthermore, the com
mander is responsible for operation
al efficiency, so he must be respon
sible for the implementation of 
flight safety. 

Experience has shown that the 
establishment of a flight safety or
ganization is necessary to keep acci
dent rates low. Such an organization 
must be advisory and not executive. 
Flight safety is a means of achiev
ing operational efficiency and is not 
an end in itself. 

To be effective, a flight safety 
organization must be independent 
of executive branches and be of 
equal status to them, and be di
rectly under or have right of access 
to the commander. To be efficient 
in its task it must have an adequate 
system for reporting, investigating. 
collating, study and analysis, and 
for exchange of accident data. It 
must be able to advise on accident 
risks, seek potential causes, suggest 
remedial action and publicize acci
dents and their causes so that all 
may benefit from the experience 
of the few. Thus, flight safety does 
not run counter to the operational 
aims of the service, rather it en
hances mission capability. * 
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AIRCREW 
JUDGMENT--
NOT GONE 
OR FORGOTTEN 
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CAPTAIN DAVID V. FROEHLICH 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

T
hose of us who have flown 
airplanes for a few years 
have, at times , become in· 

valved in discussions of the 
amount of written guidance "avail -
able" to aircrews. These same 
discussions have invariably had at 

• 

• 

• 

least one voice which cried aloud: e 
"They're taking away all of the 
judgment by the aircrew." I TAKE 
EXCEPTION! 

Maybe it's time to think about 
our vast array of flying rules, e 
regulations, and restrictions in a 
new light. We tend to think of 
numbers and limits only in terms 
of maximums or minimums. Max-
imums are usually figures based 
on equipment limitations and mire e 
imums are based on safety mar-
gins. Only rarely does a regulation 
contain a "recommended" or "op-
timum" figure. Due to this lack 
of "optimums," more judgment is 
required by the aircrew than ever e 
before. Let me illustrate with a 
discussion of maximums and min-
imums. 

II MAXIMUMS 

These "highest allowable" 
numbers often take the most hits 
during hangar flying sessions. I 
submit that, deep down, we all 
know that a maximum exists for 
a reason, whether it is based on 
safety margin, equipment life or 
body life. Crew duty day, for 
example, is defined in terms of 
a "maximum" number of hours 
for which a crew member may 

• 
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• 
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perform duty. It seems only com
mon sense that two or three hours 
of "weather busting" takes more 
out of a pilot than the same time 
period of auto-pilot droning. By 
the same token , if a loadmaster 
has been through the bag-drag 
mill for several hours, he is 
definitely more mishap and injury 
prone than the individual fresh 
on the job. A "maximum flight 
duty period" is just that! The 
judgment of the crew member 
takes precedence. If circum
stances reduce efficiency because 
of extraordinarily demanding con
ditions, it is the responsibility of 
individuals to determine their own 

.:rsonal maximum crew duty day. w-R 60-1 states: "Aircraft com. 
manders will terminate a flight 
when safety may be compromised 
by fatigue factors regardless of 
flight duty periods authorized." 
I can hear it now. "Boy, my ops 
officer would tack me on the wall 
if I terminated the mission early 
because I thought my crew was 
too tired to press." Don't you be
lieve it! Every commander and 
supervisor I've known would much 
rather take an honest shot in the 
statistics and have to explain a 
delayed or cancelled mission than 
have to explain a mishap or notify 
next-of-kin . 

Aircraft limitations are another 
oft-times attacked subject in 
discussions at the "ol ' watering 
hole." The typical comment is: 
"I 've been having over-Gs (you 
may substitute any number of 
appropriate limitation excursions) 

. nee I started flying and never 
pulled the wings off one yet. . .. " 

This is another area for aircrew 
judgment and responsibility . If 
the aircraft has a Dash One "G" 
limit of + 6.0, that's a maximum! 
If the mission requires pulling the 
pole , do it! If the extra Gs aren't 
necessary, the name of the game 
is equipment life. This philosophy 
should apply to all phases and 
types of operation. Engine and 
airframe life are a function of how 
you , the aircrew, use the equip
ment. The point-maximums are 
there to be used only when mis
sion requirements dictate. It's 
the responsibility of the aircrew 
to use judgment in the determina
tion of aircraft (and equipment) 
usage versus mission profile . 

II MINIMUMS 

This is another area which 
definitely requires judgment! 
Minimums of various types are 
found in 60-16, approach plates, 
Dash One's and any number of 
other publications dealing with 
aircraft operations. Minimums are 
(again) just that! They are the 
lowest figures which have been 
calculated to provide a required 
safety margin for equipment oper
ation , aircraft performance or 
aircrew survival. Aircrew members 
need to keep this rationale in 
mind when dealing with "mini
mums." Circumstances may 
cause those figures to be too low 
for your particular situation. 
Again, hopefully, common sense 
takes over for the crew having 

electrical fluctuations at altitude 
and facing either their 500 and 2 
destination or VFR alternate. Sure, 
the weather is above minimums 
but to me, that VFR alternate is 
the place to go if you have any 
hints of electrical gremlins. 
Judgment is the real name of the 
game. Lots of folks have bought 
the farm because of too much 
pride to go to an alternate when 
things are going sour. Press-on
itis will catch up to you eventually. 
I can't say it loud enough-mini
mums are minimums! 

Every day there is always one 
message in the stack of Class A, 
B, or C's that shouts "lack of 
judgment, they pushed too hard 
or too far." We tragically lose 
several folks every year who stay 
with a sick air machine until be
low ejection minimums. If your 
Dash One says "2,000' minimum 
controlled ejection altitude," 
would you stay with a dying bird 
to descend from your present 
3,000' down to 2,000'? This is a 
judgment call which deals with 
life or death in many cases. Min
imums may need to be adjusted 
upward if the situation dictates. 

Whether you're dealing with a 
transport or air·to-mud mission, 
a healthy or not-so-healthy ma
chine , or a single-seat versus 
multi.place aircraft, safe and 
successful mission accomplish
ment requires c;ontinuing judg
ment. Don't let untempered re
liance upon minimum or maximum 
numbers turn you into a 
statistic! * 
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Figure 1 • 

• 

• 

• 

• 
Hail encounter distribution from a study conducted some years ago. Each encounter caused damage to aircraft. 

• -· 
HAZARDS 

When modern, high-speed aircraft encounter 
hail in flight, it is well known that the results 
can be quite unsettling. And we are in the 

midst of the US hail season. The number of aircraft 
encounters with hail is highest from June through 
August, and the main concentration is in the South 
and the area between the Mississippi River and the 
Rocky mountains. Of course, you can tangle with 
hail any time in the year, but if you get past Sep
tember, the odds are way in your favor until March 
in the South and Southwest. 

Now, we don't wish to belabor the fact that hail 
and aircraft don't mix, but we would like to elaborate 
a little on the kinematics of hail-producing thunder
storms and some of the things flight crews can do 
to avoid sustaining expensive or possibly even per
nicious damage. 

AEROSPACE SAFETY o AUGUST 1978 

Hail can form in cumulus and cumulonimbus 
clouds with strong, rising convective currents in a 
similar manner as ice forms on aircraft; that is, 
when a solid object with a surface temperature at 
(or below) the freezing point of water comes in con
tact with supercooled water droplets which freeze, 
the object undergoes ice accretion. The birth of a 
hailstone occurs when a supercooled drop combines 
with certain kinds of dust particles or by collision of 
the drop with an ice particle. Hailstones thus grow 
in the updrafts of convective clouds by sweeping 
up supercooled droplets above the freezing level. 
While a hailstone is growing in such an updraft, it 
always falls at its terminal velocity with respect to 
the air: the velocity at which the wind resistance 

keeps it f rom accele rating. When the velocity of t 
upd raft equals the terminal velocity of the hailstone, 
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Figure 2 

C-141 radome destroyed in encounter with hail. 

the hailstone remains at a constant altitude until 
the updraft velocity changes or it grows larger (thus 
increasing its terminal velocity). 

The magnitude and direction of these updrafts 
can cause the hail to be ejected from the top or 

. des of the storm , which of course presents a haz
Wd to an unsuspecting flight crew. It has been com

puted that the ejection of hail would be at the alti
tude where the horizontal flow overcomes the force 
of vertical motion {shear zone) . The direction of the 
wind flow above the 500-millibar level in conjunction 
with the location of the shear zone may help to iden
tify the side where the hail fallout occurs. In plain 
language, this means that flight crews should avoid 
the sides of the thunderstorm cell and not fly under 
the anvil top-especially on the downwind side . . As 
a general rule of thumb: If possible, get no closer 
than 2 or 3 miles in any direction of the intense 
thunderstorm radar echo and remain 10 miles away 
from the downwind side. Without radar, try to stay 
at least that far outside the cloud. 

In summary, hail will form when the following 
conditions are met: 

• The cloud must grow sufficiently far above the 
freezing level to produce ice particles. 

• The cloud must contain sufficient quantities of 
supercooled water droplets and strong updrafts 
to allow the ice particles to grow to hail size . 

Hailstones form only when a quantity of the 
large supercooled droplets, which occur in cu-

T-39 intake appears to have been attacked with a ball peen hammer. 
Note damage to leading edge of horizontal stabilizers. 

mulus type clouds, are carried to altitudes well 
above the freezing level. These droplets freeze 
to form the nuclei for hailstones. 

Although these are necessary conditions, they are 
evidently not sufficient because not all such clouds 
produce hail. A final note, however, to those who are 
flying in and around thunderstorms: never assume 
that a particular storm cell is free of hail. ·(Adapted 
from Air Safety Review). * 
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CAPTAIN Fl RST Ll EUTENANT -· William W. Hillman Clyde M. Russell, Jr. 
67th Tactical Fighter Squadron 

On 24 November 1977, Captain Hillman and 
Lieutenant Russell were lead of a two-ship formation 
of F-4C aircraft. Shortly after takeoff, the wingman's 
aircraft experienced problems and was escorted back 
to home base. During the landing phase, Captain 
Hillman attempted to lower the gear, but the left main 
gear remained in the up and locked position. Check
list procedures were employed to extend the gear, 
but all efforts failed. An attempt was made to raise 
the gear using the emergency retraction procedures 
outlined in the checklist, but despite all attempts, the 
nose gear and right main gear remained down. The 
crew was now faced with only two options: ejection 
or landing under less than favorable conditions. They 
decided to try an approach end cable arrestment. The 
runway was foamed as a precaution to reduce the 
possibility of fire. Captain Hillman and Lieutenant 
Russell discussed all the aspects of the landing to in
clude ejection parameters, the possibility of a cut 
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cable or hook miss , and emergency ground egress. 
After lowering 'the hook, a low approach was flown 
to observe the foam pattern, and they decided to fly 
a 17-unit half-flap approach so that an attempt could 
be made to keep the left wing off the ground until 
cable engagement. A perfect touchdown 250 feet 
short of the cable and in the foam pattern was made, 
resulting in a successful cable engagement. The drag 
chute was deployed, and the throttles and master 
switches were turned off to further preclude any fire 
possibility. The aircraft came to a stop at a 30• angle 
from the runway heading with the nose gear and left 
wing tank off the runway . Aircraft damage was limited 
to the left external wing tank. Captain Hillman and 
Lieutenant Russell displayed exceptional skill, de
tailed system knowledge, and outstanding crew co
ordination in analyzing and overcoming this in-flight 
emergency. Their timely actions and professional s. 
possibly saved a valuable aircraft. WELL DONE! 'P" 
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Presented for 

outstanding airmanship 

• and professional 

performance during 

• a hazardous situation 

and for a 

signi ficant contribution 

• 
to the 

Uni ted States Air Force 

• Accident Prevention 

e Program. 
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Top Row, L to R-SSgt Robert E. Wright, Jr., MSgt Roosevelt Williams, 
SMSgt James A. Copeland , SSgt Karl S. Freienmuth , 1st Lt Israel S. 
Yarchun. Bottom Row, L to R-Capt Ronald Pregmon , Capt James W. 
Thompkins , Capt Robert T. Brown , Capt Chester J. Trosky, Jr. , 1st Lt 
James E. Colotta. 

CAPTAIN 

Chester J. Trosky, Jr. and Crew 
53d Military Airlift Squadron 

Norton Air Force Base, California 

On 31 October 1977, shortly after liftoff, Captain Trosky, aircraft 

commander, and crew were faced with an extreme emergency when their 

C-141 aircraft experienced massive failure of the number three engine. 

The ejected turbine parts penetrated the number four engine, causing it to 

seize immediately. The parts also penetrated the fuselage wall, igniting the 

cargo. Operating without numbers three and four engines, ·at low altitude, 
and in an unfamiliar environment, they successfully suppressed the cargo 

fire and made an otherwise uneventful landing. The skillful handling of 
the critical situation by Captain Trosky and crew, their rapid appraisal , 
and prompt and positive actions throughout this emergency are a tribute 

to the dedicated professionals they have proven themselves to be. WELL 

DONE! * 
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